June 22, 2022

CONGRESS AWARDS DAY

Honoring Achievement & Appreciation for Service

You are invited to apply for the prestigious Achievement & Appreciation Award given in recognition of the achievements of nominated candidates and organizations who have provided outstanding contributions revolutionizing health care.

To apply, simply describe in detail your contributions. Please include and submit no later than August 1, 2022 to Dr. Mary Jo Bulbrook, CEO of GHA at bulbrookgha@gmail.com The awards ceremony hosted by 22ND World Congress & Global Healing Alliance on Saturday, September 24th, 2022 on-line.

a. Nominated Candidate Details
   - Name
   - Contact Details
   - Nomination Resume
     i. Roles and Activities
     ii. Dates and Hours of service (general)
     iii. Steps achieved and experience gained with each effort
     iv. Final products or outcomes because of your efforts

b. Three Sentence Power Statement expressing your satisfaction with the role that you played in Revolutionizing Health Care during this trying times.
c. A Letter of Support from a sponsoring person or organization will be added to your application describing the impact of your achievement.
d. A 5-minute Video by a representative(s) of the organization will be developed through a Zoom, with you, that can be shared on the organization’s web site as well as on the Global Healing Alliance Website.

After a review team approves of the application you will be notified in writing. The Achievement and Appreciation Award will be issued at the Gala Awards Online Event Sponsored by the 22nd World Congress on Qigong, Tai Chi, Traditional Chinese Medicine, Natural Healing, and the Global Healing Alliance on September 24, 2022.

Attached find a copy of the Values of Principles of a Declaration of ME (You), Role Living on Earth and Guiding My (Your) Future that serves as a foundation for your professional conduct in your service.

Developed for our partner affiliates through the collaboration with Global Healing Alliance co-founders.
Global Healing Alliance Constitution Universal Rights

Declaration Of ME

1. I am a multi-dimensional being composted of an integrated system of body, emotion, mind, and spirit.
2. I am part of a family, community, nation whose actions and reactions functions as ONE with the environment, nature, and animals.
3. I have evolved over time becoming purer in spirit through collaboration with ALL.
4. What affects me, affects all as we are a unified whole both in and out of conscious awareness.
5. I let go of ego direction of my life.
6. I move to a spiritually guided, heart centered and inspired way of functioning that honors all, with the same rights and privileges regardless of race, gender, sexual orientation, ability, or nationality.
7. I have an obligation to honor myself and others as ONE working in harmony.

Living On Earth

1. I came to earth to evolve spiritually.
2. Everything that happens to me and through me uplifts my soul to a higher plane or not.
3. My journey is recorded energetically both in and out of awareness.
4. Therefore, I choose to live a harmonious life described in the Declaration of ME.
5. I vow to be spiritually guided, compassionate, and heart centered.
6. I quiet the noise within and without to be Divinely inspired to find guidance and solutions to this journey.
7. Doing my best is required of me with the goal to improve my “best” with new insights and growth that honors the integrity of ALL.

Guiding My Future

1. The future is the outcome of uniting the present with the wisdom of the past.
2. I am dedicated to clear out the old that hinders my journey from being to becoming.
3. My future depends on collaboration, cooperation, and compassion since we are ONE.
4. My choices affect ALL; therefore, I must forgive myself and others and choose LOVE.
5. The integrity of my choices produces interactive outcomes that affects ALL.
6. I make choices to benefit ALL, not selfish controlled decisions.
7. What I sow or choose to not sow, influences my soul on its path.